Birthday Backpacking Shame and Redemption With Roger and Susie
Glory Along Teton Crest Trail/Alaska Basin (2011), Challenges in the Beartooths (2010)

Left to Right: (top) South Teton trailhead, Roger then Susie Teton Canyon, Alaska Basin, Devil’s Stair Shelf; (middle) Roger/Susie
near Meeks, Death Canyon Shelf, Teton massif from Meeks/Death Canyon, me at Hurricane Pass, Roger/Susie above Sunset Lake;
(bottom) me at Fairy Spring, Roger and Susie, Beartooth Plateau from Becker Lake camp, escape in the SNOW, Susie in SNOW
Introduction
rd
Last year (August 2010 – 43 birthday), I made my first “real” trip to Bozeman - the intent to finally undertake a backpack with Roger
and Susie, friends I met on-line some 15+ years ago now (hard to believe). Although it was a memorable trip for lots of reasons, I was
in shameful shape… not that the Beartooth weather we were dealt helped. Although I began to write up this report last fall, it never got
done - partly because I was sort of embarrassed for being such a poor backpacking partner for the INSANELY experienced
Roger/Susie team. Even though there were bumps during this trip (and I questioned whether Roger/Susie should ever let me come
with them into the mountains again), we – believe it or not – agreed to try what IS the redemptive GLORY Alaska Basin basecamp trip
th
(with “best of” dayhikes along the Teton Crest trail) in August 2011 (44 birthday). Over the last year, I haven’t necessarily been
preparing for THIS trip – but I have been training more… almost like in 2004 when I did the John Muir Trail. Indeed, I piled on a LOT of
serious trips this year: backpacking the Bright Angel Trail (late March), hiking high altitude in the Ansel Adams Wilderness (late July),
and hiking more high altitude in the eastern Wind Rivers (early August – right before meeting up with Roger/Susie in Bozeman). And,
in combination with the DDG weather, things paid off – frankly: everywhere. Because I like to read dessert first, we’ll start with glory.

Left to Right: Tetons and Death Canyon Shelf photographed during drive to Bozeman, Susie’s salmon birthday dinner
REDEMPTION: Glory Along Wyoming’s Teton Crest Trail and Alaska Basin, 2011
I arrived in Bozeman on the afternoon of Susie’s birthday, August 14th (I don’t think I’m allowed to say which, however); that morning, I
had taken a shuttle from Lander to Jackson Hole, and then driven a one-way rental to Bozeman. The week prior, I had completed an
an amazing llama-supported loop in the eastern Wind Rivers (please see that report) and was – relative to last August – in great shape.

Although the Winds didn’t offer any serious snow or too many bug problems, Allison and my Sierra trip had been PLAGUED with both
issues; driving along the east side of the Tetons and looking up at what still seemed like a lot of snow, I was fairly concerned our
planned Alaska Basin trip (on the west side, where a lot of weather originates) would be doomed. But today was Susie’s day – and,
being as such, she wanted salmon – which, being a fish, is something I don’t do/like. Of course, Chef Roger insisted that, because it
was high quality Alaska salmon, not to mention alder-plank smoked, and drenched in butter, lemons, and basil… well, I would LOVE it.
And, being that I had no other gifts to offer Susie (other than my stinky laundry), I ate it (2 medium servings, in face) and didn’t mind it…
although that’s because it reminded me more of meat than fish. Having said that, I haven’t eaten fish since Susie’s birthday – but I
would be more open-minded if presented the opportunity. Roger, of course, sent word and pictures of me eating salmon around the
world (i.e. to Allison and Ellen – who lives in the Netherlands) – and Ellen proclaimed his feat en par with the Helen Keller miracle. I
wouldn’t go that far, of course. Finally - for the record, I did get Susie plenty of birthday chocolate the next day – and I actually refused
to let her touch my laundry until the next day! After sizing up the weather and debating the snow-bug situation, we agreed that it was
best to put off the Alaska Basin until the following Sunday – hence, the rest of this week would be about recovering, preparing, and
getting some work done. Indeed, in contrast with the 2010 Beartooth backpack, we had left plenty of temporal room available for
waiting on and troubleshooting potential weather issues.

Left to Right: all shots from the BWAG’s History Rock hike (and beyond) up Hyalite Canyon – pyramidal Broadmoor peak
Although tomorrow/Monday was a very low key day (i.e. going shopping with Roger to, like, 20 different grocery stores; cleaning all my
gear, napping, and starting a good new book from Roger’s library – Forget-Me-Not, by the wife of Alex Lowe – now married to Conrad
Anker), Tuesday was for hiking: specifically with Susie’s BWAG’s (Bozeman Women’s Activity Group), a longstanding invitation I’d
been looking forward to. Meeting at Montana State University’s “Dinosaur Museum” parking lot, the BWAG’s seemed large – at least 4
large groups heading out for different level/kinds of trips… and, remember, it’s MONDAY. Our chosen outing was a medium hike that
originated in Hyalite Canyon (featured heavily in the Lowe book) and initially headed to History Rock; we made it longer by going
another 2-3 miles farther, ending in this high meadow with a good view of Broadmore Peak, a distinctive pyramid visible from the
Bozeman skyline. This trip was, in part, a celebration of another BWAG member’s 70-something birthday; indeed, I would say the
mean age of the 10-ish women on this hike was somewhere around 58. The only funky part of this hike was the fact that some other
group was illegally shooting a couple drainages over – and it was never clear they knew we were on the trail (or cared). After setting
out at 8, we were done and back home by 2… hence another clean-up, reading, and nap session.

Left to Right: campus, my Norwegian relatives that Kris looks like, Roger cooking again, Habitat for Humanity work party Friday
I spent all of Wednesday at the university – half genuine work plus lunch with Kris, one of the graduate students I enjoy indirectly
mentoring (because he is SOOOO exactly like my hippie-Norwegian-farmer-relatives – and he will enjoy that photograph, meant to
represent him), and half FINALLY visiting the “Dinosaur Museum” (which I must put in quotes because I don’t know its real name). On
that day, I also got to directly experience the many levels of Bozeman society – by using the free shuttle that ran from the university to
various locations around town; of course, said shuttle doesn’t go out to Roger/Susie’s neck of the woods – so they picked me up at its
farthest drop-off (near the big Wal-Mart shopping area and the low-cost housing development). Thursday was likewise work – but this

time relating to my teaching efforts, and done back at Roger’s. On Friday, Susie invited me to participate in her morning/4-hour Habitat
For Humanity volunteerism (located within the aforementioned low-cost housing development), which I was surprised to hear I could
“just show up” for (I figured I’d need actual training to use all the equipment). Although the work was definitely gender-bias-segregated
(3-4 men putting up drywall in another room, 5-6 women finishing hung drywall in the garage), I generally managed all my tasks: studsensing (a VERY important skill!) so as to map out where we were installing drywall screws, drilling said screws in, and mudding over
the screw areas. Heading home for lunch, it was another afternoon of leisure. On Saturday, we headed over to something called the
“Potato Festival” in the town of Manhattan – something Roger/Susie said they’d always wanted to do. While we didn’t really see (or
eat) much in the way of potato-y things, we watched the VERY small-town Americana parade (which featured mostly vintage vehicles
or farm equipment, and people throwing candy to the children), partook in the food and craft area (Roger getting the best deal with his
$2 chili tasting cup – which apparently was “unlimited”), and visited the local one-room museum. I did ascertain that there were many
(other) Norwegians here – given away by the one legitimate Viking Ship float and (HOLY SHIT!) the lefse for sale; lefse – or pute kaka
- means “potato cake,” a soft tortilla-like flatbread that is eaten rolled up with butter and sugar). Although I was delighted with the pute
kaka, I’m not sure Roger and Susie were as enthusiastic. They WERE amused, however, when I introduced them to Indian fry bread –
although it was mostly me eating the giant, sugar-covered thingthat they found funny. On the way home, we made an effort to find the
even tinier town of Amsterdam – just so we could tell Ellen we had been there (ha ha).

Left to Right: my people, typical parade float, my Indian fry bread, Roger and unlimited chili tasting, OMG – now we’re in Amsterdam
August 21, 2011 – Let the Tetons Begin: To Driggs, ID via Mesa Falls
By Sunday, we were fully packed, the food was dehydrated (Roger even does THAT), and we hit the road for Driggs, Idaho – where we
had a hotel that was less than an hour from our trailhead. Of course, Bozeman is a solid 4 hours from Driggs; we used the more
western, straight-highway route through Ennis – leaving Bozeman shortly after finishing our early (11-ish) lunch. A little after Island
Park, we left the main highway and headed for the Scenic Byway that features the side-trip to Mesa Falls State Park, a place I’ve visited
once or twice before (but Roger/Susie hadn’t seen). Arriving at the Upper Mesa Falls area around 2 p.m., we were blown away by the
heat – which was projected to hit well into the 90’s for the next several days (at least in the lowlands… where it was close to right now).
Although there was a small entrance fee (under $10) to visit the park, Roger/Susie flashed their infamous senior card and got us in for
free; indeed, it seems they get to use this card a lot.

Left to Right: (top) Henry’s Fork, heading down to the overlooks, Upper Mesa Falls, Roger/Susie at brink, Lower Mesa Falls; (bottom)
Tetons and wheat-fields, our hotel in Driggs, close-up of hotel view of Grand Teton after sunset
We followed the mostly boardwalked trail clockwise – dropping down to below the falls first, and then climbing up to its main overlook,
its brink overlook, and then back up through the woods to the historic lodge, which now serves as the visitor center. The falls always
remind me of a very public version of all the classic falls along the Bechler (the backpack I did in 2003, and Roger/Susie did last
summer): classic colonnade over these big drop-fault columnar basalt areas, very beautiful. Leaving the Upper Falls area, we
happened to stop at the free, roadside Lower Falls overlook and I have to say: I don’t remember ever seeing this before. As Roger
aptly noted, these falls were like some early stage erosion process – this jumbled mess of bulging whitewater, equally beautiful. After

joining the highway again, we wound up on a road (possibly 32?) that I have never driven – heading across the golden wheat-fields, the
Tetons weird profile soaring over the landscape… classic “America the Beautiful” illustration. As the mountains grew bigger, we HAD
TO stop and photograph them multiple times. I would say that we arrived in Driggs, ID (which I was told is actually sometimes called
“Utah North” – given its Mormon reputation) around 4:30. In contrast with how we managed the pre-Beartooth hotel situation (you can
read that/why in the next section), we all shared a room at the LaQuinta; the joke, of course, was that Susie and I were sister wives.
Alas, I get so many conflicting reputations on these trips! Anyway, while I was unloading my necessaries, I unfortunately discovered
that I’d forgotten ALL my vitamins – including my precious iron pills (which seemed important given that I’d just started – you guessed it
– my PERIOD). Well – let me tell you: it’s HARD to find anything on a Sunday night in Mormon country; believe it or not, the big
grocery/pharmacy chain didn’t even open Sundays (PERIOD). After searching variously, I came across this earthy little health food
AND naturopathic market – and paid $20 for something called “women’s vitamin supplement.” It was TERRIBLE – like eating salt-free
vegetable bouillon cubes, belching that grossness an hour after choking down every horse-pill sized tablet. Of course, we also
eventually found a good bar that served, in my case, a GIANT bison burger – so I cannot say whether I did well because of the herbs or
the loads of red meat I stuffed into my face. And then it was back to our hotel room. Being that I am a night-showerer (and
Roger/Susie are morning showerers), I cleaned up and went to bed (earplugs in, dark T-shirt over my face) while Roger/Susie caught
up on a little reading and then went to sleep. Although I (unnecessarily) scared light-sleeper Susie into thinking I snored (or made other
noises at night), she said I was nearly silent… and definitely quieter than Roger.

Left to Right: Roger/Susie at the trailhead, sign, rare shot of me and my pack, Roger/Susie, are we in the Pyrenees… Dolomites…?
August 22, 2011 – LONG Hike to Alaska Basin!
One of the limiting reagents to today was the fact that this hotel didn’t open its continental breakfast service until 7 a.m. Knowing the
heat in store for us – in conjunction with today’s hiking parameters (~8 miles and 2700 feet up, where the first 2-3 miles are generally
flat… you do the math!) – I think we would have GLADLY begun the day at least an hour earlier. Fortunately, the trailhead was less
than 30 minutes away – meaning we were on the trail just before 8 a.m. So – the KEY reason we picked/planned this trip was: you
don’t need permits to camp in Alaska Basin because, technically, it lies outside of Teton National Park. Indeed, most “Teton” hiking
guidebooks I own fail to mention this approach… and I’m not sure why. The trailhead for Alaska Basin from the west is called the South
Teton Trail and originates on National Forest land in Wyoming (i.e. we drove across the ID-WY border somewhere between Driggs and
the trailhead) and quickly crosses into the Jedediah Smith Wilderness (which is, officially, where Alaska Basin lies). Although both
Susie and I were the most into the idea of Alaska Basin, we were equally into the idea of finally dayhiking (from our Alaska Basin
basecamp) into Teton National Park: specifically, the Death Canyon Shelf and Hurricane Pass areas. In the beginning, I think we
thought we were being clever with this “back-door” access idea; as we would discover, however, it was definitely the LONG and
arduous route in (but more on that later… because there are permit-related trade-offs and costs with alternative routes).

Left to Right: South Fork Teton Creek, Roger crossing big bridge, lower Teton Canyon, the views begin almost immediately!
Even though South Teton at times felt long and hard, it was WAY more stunning than I had EVER imagined; I figured it was going to be
in the deep, dark woods for, like, 70% of the route… and not break out until the end. In fact, though, I would say 30% (and not all in
one fell swoop) was in woods… and the rest was open, sub-alpine, meadow, granite – usually with good canyon/mountain views.
Having said that, you NEVER see the main Teton massif (i.e. Grand etc.) from anywhere on this trail. But the views of the cake-like
walls soaring above the greenery were AMAZING. It was like being in this magical version of the Pyrenees/Dolomites/Glacier National
Park… and, relative to what we’d see once we hit the Teton Crest Trail, there was pretty much no one (less than 5 cars in the parking
lot!). In general, I would call the first 2-3 miles of the route the “lower” Teton Canyon; it passed first through forest and immediately
along the large South Fork Teton Creek, crossing it once via a large and stock-worthy bridge. Shortly thereafter, the way opened into
thick, brushy meadows interspersed with aspen or willow. At many points along these lower sections, I encountered a new flower: tall
larkspur, a kind of delphinium (with smaller flowers) that was, seriously, taller than me at times. Although there were some fresh
blossoms down low (e.g. larkspur, balsamroot), most of these meadow sections seemed far-gone and too brushy to me. Fortunately,
despite it being the end of August, the high country was JUST coming into perfection! But we will get to that later. At 2.7 miles in, we
passed an alluring side-trail that we did NOT choose to take (even though Roger had expressed some interest): the Devil’s Stairs. As

we learned later: on the negative side, this alternative route to the high country is said to be ungodly steep (impassable to stock,
among other things), it doesn’t go to Alaska Basin per se – rather it hits the Teton Crest WAY high near Meeks Pass (which is a good 2
miles above Alaska Basin), and it adds a fair bit of extra mileage (relative to just going in/out Alaska Basin via South Teton). On the
plus side, it looked AWFULLY gorgeous from Meeks Pass – this rambling emerald green shelf… with not a soul around.

Left to Right: (top) balsamroot near Devil’s Stairs sign, bigger views still (looking to the west), Susie and views to the east; (bottom)
middle section after lunch – zigzags under Battleship Mountain (on east side), the granite begins, admiring the dogtooth/eastern massif
Reaching the Devil’s Stair junction made us feel confident… maybe too confident – since most of the climbing lay AHEAD of us.
Beyond this point, the trail went in and out of short sections of forest – with a moderate amount of zigzag climbing between meadow
areas, and usually far from the river. Unfortunately, I didn’t take any pictures of our lunch spot… so I don’t know exactly when we sat
down for our first big break exactly – but I would estimate it was around 10:30 or 11. In retrospect, I ate probably too sparingly in terms
of lunch (which each person was responsible for choosing/carrying themselves). My whole lunch back for 4 days consisted of: 1 grainy
protein bar per day, 3-4 small pieces of beef jerky, a “full” sandwich of bag of savory sesame sticks (to last the whole time), and a 2serving bag of freeze-dried strawberries (again – to last the whole time). Fortunately, as my period cramps got worse, my appetite
reduced a LOT. Right after lunch, we climbed a series of open switchbacks – our first big views of Battleship Mountain (to the east) –
and then, within 15 minutes, returned to the river and forest. Because we felt we couldn’t be certain of our proximity to the river for the
rest of the hike, we made another big stop here to fill the water bottles. Although this river crossing had a decent log/foot-bridge, pretty
much NONE of the rest of the crossings had bridges – and all had some level of challenge to cross.

Left to Right: (top) LOVELY bridge-free stream crossings, final push meadow, meeting the riders, more LOVELY stream crossings;
(bottom) the upper jumble, Roger ARRIVES… FINALLY – Alaska Basin with Buck Mountain and Static Peak, heinous last crossing!
It’s hard to know what to call the “upper” canyon. To me, the above meadow – this LONG straightaway where we met the women
riders – was it… probably because they said we didn’t have much more to go, and that was sort of true (probably 1 more mile,
honestly). For whatever reason, I was feeling and doing well by this point – in no way surprised that it was around 1 p.m. and we still

had a mile left. Roger and Susie, though, seemed a little tired and deflated that we were not “there” yet – having thought we’d be in
camp by now. Even though I haven’t backpacked in awhile, I’ve come to accept that “hard hikes” (whether backpacks or hiking at
elevation) are, seriously, 1 mile/hour endeavors. By my estimation (taking into account that we were both carrying packs and ultimately
winding up at 10K feet), today was going to be a 7 hour day (i.e. 3 p.m. before we arrived); that it actually took us about 6.5 hours was,
frankly, a miracle. Having said that, though, the final mile was a REAL BITCH. In some ways, the views actually diminished – in the
sense that the big sweeping valley views seemed less, and the way was more through jumbled granite and stands of trees… often
interrupted by challenging stream crossings. AND when we finally did arrive at Alaska Basin proper, there was NO VIEW OF GRAND
TETON, something Susie and I were BOTH expecting based on apparently mis-labeled web images, among other things. Let me
repeat all this again: Alaska Basin proper has ZERO, NADA, NOOOOO views of the Grand Teton or any of the main Teton massif.
Consequently, there was a lot of disappointment that first night – particularly by the ladies! There ARE very nice views of Buck
Mountain and Static Peak – and, having done this whole trip now, I can honestly say Alaska Basin looks prettier in my pictures (after
the fact) than it did that first night when we were all wondering what we’d done to deserve this. Of course, there was also a REALLY
big and heinous stream crossing – one that fully wetted my boots (which I do NOT enjoy)… and Susie could now confirm that the bugs
were bad (we’d sort of been getting that sense on and off throughout much of the hike in).

Left to Right: our campsite and its adjacent bathing pool – views from bathing pool to Devil’s Stair Shelf and dogtooth ridge; (bottom)
Roger… time for a bath, gathering all our drinking water, views of nearby dining area – note Susie already in bug-gear!
Reducing morale a little more over the next hour, the terrain of Alaska Basin was jumbly, rolling granite – offering few obvious flat
places in a 15 minute radius. Indeed, it was hard to find ANYPLACE where it looked like people regularly camped – begging the
question: where are all the people? Frankly, I don’t remember even seeing other campers until tomorrow… but I may have forgotten,
like, 1-2 people who strolled by later. In any event, Alaska Basin was NOT a happenin’ backcountry destination – in STARK contrast
with all the web reports. Having said that, we did find a “decent” site within about 10 minutes… it just didn’t seem “perfect” – causing us
to go searching as far south as the biggest lake in the basin. In the end, we stuck with the “decent” site and – overall/if you asked us by
the end of the trip – were satisfied: the tent area was roomy, level, and on grass; the dining area, a couple hundred feet away, had a
good hanging tree and was on this HUGE granite slab (offering occasional breezes, for relieving the bugs!); and, just below the dining
area, the bathing pool was pretty and convenient… although the water seemed a little stagnant! Over the next 2 days, we discovered
half a dozen parties camping WAY farther down the trail heading towards Meeks Pass… and it seemed as though a couple parties
were higher up this other trail in the basin (i.e. under Buck Mountain/Static, along this high loop section we never hiked). I don’t recall
the precise order of stuff we did after setting up the tents – but it included: various levels of bathing (which Roger takes VERY
seriously… and I don’t – relatively speaking, apparently), hauling every conceivable water container 5 minutes back to the heinous river
crossing and filling for tonight/tomorrow, sterilizing all said water, preparing and eating dinner (soup, a SPICY chicken-beans-corn-rice
one-pot mix, relaxing/recapping, and then preparing for bed. Although there were no bear signs and Roger/Susie were not opposed me
putting my tent RIGHT next to them, I slept so-so – largely because, by this point, I had my period FULL-ON… which meant that when I
went out to pee in the middle of the night, let’s just say that a bunch of blood came out with everything else (all less than 20 feet from
my tent). Consequently, I spent too much time worrying all that blood would attract bears… and then how ashamed I was at dirtying up
the meadow (specifically, that Roger/Susie would find it come morning).
August 23, 2011 – At Last: Death Canyon Shelf
The reason I am titling this “at last” is because both Roger/Susie and I have independently attempted to hike in to the Death Canyon
Shelf from the east. Although the lower trail sections are interesting, you cannot easily day-hike past the patrol cabin – well below the
tempting green shelf above; indeed, a round-trip from the official “Death Canyon” trailhead (near Phelps Lake) to attain the shelf entails
more than 18 miles and 3000 feet up/down – and backpacking requires obtaining a permit. Ellen and my 2003 trip represented 8 miles
and 1500 feet – and is not something either of us would write home about. While I think Roger/Susie were more enthusiastic about the
lower trail, it is safe to say that today’s REAL hike on the shelf was THE BEST OF ALL. Sitting in camp and pawing over maps the
night before, though, we were SOOOOO off in terms of where the trail went to get over there – it was almost funny… which is a little
frustrating because I think we all consider ourselves pretty good map-readers. At the time, we thought we had to climb this little green

notch between Static Peak and what I have been calling the Devil’s Stair Shelf massif (i.e. the rock wall behind said shelf) – but there
were some nasty patches of steep snow on that thing. Come morning, we got up around 7 a.m., ate breakfast, and then hit the trail by
a little before 8. At and just beyond the large lake, we started hitting all kinds of camps – some more legal than others; at one, we
chatted with the guys – and finally figured out where the real trail was: THROUGH this impossible notch/fault in the formidable wall
between Static Peak and the Devil’s Stair Shelf area. And then came the MESSY stream crossing. Although Roger and Susie made it
over with little in the way of wet shoes, I ultimately succumbed to going in full boot – and hiking with wet boots all day.

Left to Right: (top) near camp with “wall” in background, MESSY stream crossing, heading up Meeks, Battleship and area we’d hike
tomorrow; (middle) Sheep Step/Meeks route shot from near Sunset Lake/tomorrow’s hike, notch/fault in the wall, looking down from
near notch, Roger meets cute girls; (bottom) Sarah above notch looking at Tetons, then to Meeks, rocky and then snowy crossing
From here, the route up to the impossible notch was even more obvious: LONG zigzags heading first up meadow, then up rock, and
then winding right against the wall (a section known as the “Sheep Step”) – before popping through a section of loose junk in the fault
area. Today began a big trend: being passed by ENDLESS backpackers doing the Teton Crest Trail, which originates at the top of this
big aerial tram out of Teton Village (hence, a shockingly easier – but NOT cheaper - way up than what we’d done!). Indeed, many
parties (i.e. the young ones) were doing the WHOLE Teton Crest Trail in 2 days (camping along the Death Canyon Shelf)… possible
because it’s only 30 miles and taking the tram knocks out, like, 4500 feet up. Slower parties, on the other hand, were doing 4-6 day
trips. In any event, we stopped at the notch to take pictures; at the time, I don’t think we appreciated that this was not Meeks Pass –
that was still a little farther and higher. Indeed, to get there, we scrambled a boulderfield, walked a couple patches of snow, and then
traversed some of the most austere, open, lunar landscape I’ve seen – by this point in FULL view of the Teton massif behind us (not to
mention HUGE views over Alaska Basin, Teton Canyon, and the trail to Hurricane Pass that we’d be hiking tomorrow).

Left to Right: hiking towards Meeks Pass proper, trail heading down Devil’s Stair Shelf (impressive!), Teton boundary, nice ass Susie!
Near Meeks Pass, an obvious trail headed down towards Teton Canyon – right under the impressive wall: the Devil’s Stair Shelf trail…
and it looked SOOOOO tempting. Beyond the pass, the landscape turned more emerald green and flowers started appearing in

profusion – causing many picture stops, particularly given the Teton massif rising off the plateau. Near our sort of windy lunch stop, a
couple signs indicated we were now entering Teton National Park and the Death Shelf camping zone. Even said shelf was very
impressive, I have to say that Devil’s Stair Shelf was competitive… perhaps moreso because no one was out there camping (where
“hundreds” apparently camp regularly along the Death Canyon Shelf). To get to the actual shelf, you had to drop a couple hundred feet
– through some stands of trees (with marmots) and a PROFUSION of flowers. The views down into Death Canyon and across to these
high, emerald, trail-less plateaus were remarkable – despite a HUGE fire burning in the distant Gros Ventre range (visible through the
notch-like entrance into Death Canyon proper). Being that the real trail looked a little boring (because it wasn’t RIGHT on the edge of
the shelf) and we weren’t that interested in hiking the entire length of the shelf (which would have required another ~2 miles, one-way),
we decided to walk out and along the shelf edge… where we discovered BLANKETS of insane flowers… way more than along the trail.
It was SHOCKING… almost competitive with Paradise/Rainier, the gold standard for meadow flowers (in my experience).

Left to Right: (top) sign says it all, last shot of Gros Ventre fire; (middle) insane flowers and views from the Shelf; (lower) more of the
same and heading back, really red snow by Meeks, heading to impossible notch
After meandering a little more, we took another sit/snack/picture break before calling turning back. At the time, it was only around noon
– which is a little surprising to note after the fact, because (thinking back on the day) it felt like we hiked for MILES and HOURS…
when, in fact, we probably only did 6-7 miles and 1500 feet up/down over a 5.5 hour period. The hike back was generally uneventful.
We discovered some blue gentian and moss campion (the latter shown below), and I tended to trail Roger/Susie more – given that I
didn’t like the steep descent and loose rocks on the Sheep Step. Unfortunately, I don’t remember much about the river crossing or
what we did back in camp – although a good bath and a delicious dinner featuring pasta, cheese, and pine nuts comes to mind.

Left to Right: moss campion, Susie and I descending snow, last view of Teton/Buck/Alaska Basin on descent, Sheep Step
August 24, 2011 – At Last: Hurricane Pass
The reason I am titling this “at last” is because I have had to cancel a dayhike to Hurricane Pass a couple times – both times thwarted
by weather. As with the Death Canyon Shelf, accessing Hurricane Pass from the usual east side is challenging – requiring a ~16-

mile/4500 up/down hike. The east-side trailhead is the same as for Lake Solitude (which I have easily dayhiked three times now –
including once in a record 4 hours… shocking!); indeed, the first 3 miles follow the same route up Cascade Canyon and, needless to
say, my experience with that area was what initial lead me to want to see Hurricane Pass and ultimately brought me here to Alaska
Basin. Today’s dayhike to Hurricane Pass from our Alaska Basin basecamp was, like yesterday’s, only about 6 miles and 1500 feet
up/down. I’m not sure what possessed us to start the hike so early but THANK GOD we did because man did the weather change as
the day wore on.

Left to Right: (top) heading UP the first climb to Sunset Lake, Battleship Mountain and Sunset, Sunset detail, climbing above Sunset –
no, not going to that notch! (bottom) daily plane and glider, climbing through thick meadows, looking down on Sunset, to the SNOW!
Indeed, we hit the trail about 7:30 today – and were, given the presented stat’s about the hike – back about 12:30. After retracing our
steps to the first junction we arrived at in Alaska Basin (where we officially hit the Teton Crest trail), we headed right: UP (and I do
mean UP, via MANY switchbacks) the rocky and flower-strewn hillside. Thankfully, we were in the shade. I think it fair to say that
Roger thought and Susie hoped and I was cynical about the idea that Sunset Lake was going to be RIGHT at the top (in the sense that
there would be NO descending). Well – my cynicism won this one, as there was a LONG 150-200-ish foot drop to the pretty, round,
green lake. To say Susie was a little crabby for much of the rest of the day is a fair statement, I think… that is, until Ranger Dave (more
later!). Anyway – we trudged down there. Like Alaska Basin, Sunset Lake is another place that – in Susie/my mind (based on all kinds
of web images/reports) had GREAT views of the Teton massif… but ultimately did NOT because people out there labeling images must
be smoking crack. Although there was this TEENSY-TINY sliver of Grand Teton from one narrow area of the lake, that was it… and I
didn’t even dignify it with a photograph. In contrast with Alaska Basin, though, there were shitloads of people camping crammed into
very little space at this lake… not to mention very little protection from wind/weather. But we continued, climbing gently up this long
green valley – heading, I originally thought, for this U-shaped notch flanked by cool rock towers. But no – the trail then sharply turned
up towards the valley-side above which Battleship Mountain rose. In the distance, we could see backpackers traversing a scary-looking
snowfield… that, of course, turned out to be NOTHING once we got there ourselves. Just above, we stopped to converse with an “old”
backpacking party hiking the Teton Crest, admiring the COMMANDING view over Alaska Basin, Meeks Pass, and even over towards
Death Canyon Shelf. In contrast with all the young folk passing us yesterday, these folks were only tackling 5-6 miles a day – meaning
they would be out a week (not a weekend).

Left to Right: impossible switchback gap, just before switchback gap, in the gap, just above the gap – into the NOTHINGNESS!
From the overlook above the snowfield, we weren’t initially sure where the trail was heading. However, as with yesterday, we ascended
this “impossible” switchback gap, after hiking a couple LONG switchbacks, passing a couple stands of trees. Then, we zigzagged up
this grassy/rocky gully via about 5 short, tight turns – before heading steeply up this straight path in nothingness… MORE austere than
yesterday’s pre-Meeks area. Of course, we were also passed by at least 2 parties of young backpackers (yes, they were carrying full
packs and STILL passing us… OH WELL). Ultimately topping out at 10,600 feet (and less than half a mile from that point), we were
feeling it. After we crested the horizon in the last shot above, the way became a little more interesting in terms of more flowers and
interesting geology. And with every step, more and more of the Teton massif became visible as slivers of rock against a green horizon

line. Within 15 minutes, I – having become highly motivated and pulling out in front – arrived at the Teton National Park boundary sign.
Here, near our highpoint of the day, the FULL glory of the Teton massif as well as the Moran area (and all kinds of serrated peaks in the
foreground) were visible. Having said that, this point is not officially Hurricane Pass (at least based on everything I have read/seen).

Left to Right: Battleship Mountain, Tetons getting bigger, bigger, Teton National Park boundary
Once Roger and Susie arrived, I decided I had to head DOWN the trail (~150 feet?) to the real Hurricane Pass. While the Teton views
were not fundamentally better there, the views west (down this whole different plateau system) were great and the trail itself was cool:
sort of like the final moments of the McNeil Point trail on Hood (if you go ALL the way to the end) – hiking this narrow, rocky ledge
between these weird hoodoos, both sides going down into highly scenic valleys. The Teton Crest trail headed steeply east, down via
LONG zigzags: first along the pretty Schoolroom Glacier and glacial/moraine lake, then down into emerald meadows dotted with lots of
no-doubt mosquito-ridden bogs and ponds.

Left to Right: (top) heading DOWN to Hurricane Pass, Schoolroom Glacier and Lake from pass, western plateau system; (bottom) the
only sign at Hurricane Pass, funky hoodoo at pass, skinny marmot friend, pretty flowers and Teton massif
After a couple minutes, I trudged back up to where Roger/Susie were eating lunch and visiting the skinny marmots living among the
rocks and sparing (but lovely) flowers. For the next 45 minutes or so, we just enjoyed the view… but, as we did so (Roger using his
fancy new video camera with the big zoom to try and capture images of climbers on Grand – which did, albeit sort of by accident), these
impressive clouds started swirling over the mountains… and the views back towards Alaska Basin were even SCARIER!!!

Left to Right: me and the Tetons, detail trying to capture pink granite, clouds arriving!
Although Roger seemed content to stay, Susie and I were concerned that it was time to retreat… we did NOT want to get caught in a
lightening storm by Hurricane Pass; after all, it didn’t earn that name for nothing! And so we starting heading back – into this wall of
ominous clouds. I don’t recall any thunder or lightening, though. And even though it looked like shit to the west, I don’t think the Teton

massif ever vanished into the clouds while they were in our view… and, in fact, not a drop of precipitation ever fell and the skies nearly
cleared come 3-4. Hiking down took next to no time, although the colors of the flowers were more enhanced by the darker skies and
lower light – meaning several more detailed photo stops. Hiking back UP from Sunset Lake was a pain in the ass – but it took no more
than 10 minutes (if that). And then it was, like, a mile back to Alaska Basin proper. As we came down the final section of trail (just
before the river crossing… which, today, didn’t seem as heinous as when we first arrived in the basin), we stumbled into Ranger Dave.
This was something of a shock to Roger, who claims he NEVER sees/meets rangers in Wilderness areas. And this was something of a
shock to Susie/I because Ranger Dave was captivatingly gorgeous… so much so that neither of us actually noticed his name (or the
fact that he wasn’t wearing any wedding ring). In contrast, Roger noticed BOTH his name and his ring-status – reporting them later as
we discussed/waited for Ranger Dave to return once we were all settled back on the big dining/sitting rock in camp. For a long time, I
couldn’t figure out why Ranger Dave was so pretty – but then I realized he was sort of like a young, outdoorsy McSteamy (that guy on
Gray’s Anatomy – which Susie still watches and I gave up on YEARS ago). Anyway, Ranger Dave confirmed that Alaska Basin was
very quiet this year – and he knew because his long-term camp was back up along the trail that headed toward Static Peak (which we
never hiked on this trail – howsoever tempting it started looking); he also confirmed that a black bear was still making its way around
the basin on a regular basin, something we’d noticed on several web reports. Although he didn’t rule out grizzly visitors, he hadn’t seen
any up here. And then he was off to do some patrolling and clean-up (carrying his long-handled shovel) up at Sunset Lake,
commenting that his biggest problem (overall) regarded campers continuing to build fires in the backcountry… the constant need to
dismantle illegal firepits. Just as we were about to say our goodbyes, I decided I should snap a picture of the group; I thought it was
innocent and fine to do – he was, after all, a public government official. Later, Susie expressed aghast shock I was SOOO shameless
to take this picture. Oh well. It’s a good picture and I’m glad we have a shot of our Alaska Basin cutie-pie for posterity.

Left to Right: (top) leaving high plateau above Hurricane Pass; (middle) even greener meadows, Ranger Dave, Sarah’s feet with
headnet, chicken and vegetable cous cous; (bottom) Roger enjoying last supper, washing dishes, self-portrait, camp
Back in camp, we had TOO MUCH downtime (being that it was basically 1:30 when we arrived). My first task was a nearly naked bath,
which Roger/Susie joked was because Ranger Dave was now hiking up the zigzags that were in full view of the basin… not that I had
anything to look at (except 4 days of my finally-calming-down period and all its damaging remnants). Although I then tried to enjoy a
nap (while Roger/Susie went over to put on their version of the naked bathing show), the day became outright hot again (dare I say:
McSteamy?) and being in the tent was impossible. Eventually, we all regrouped on the big dining/sitting rock in the outrageously
bright and blinding sun – snacking and laughing… and regularly looking up at the trail to see if Ranger Dave was on his way back.
Ironically, it was Susie (not me) who proposed that maybe we should willfully start a fire to get him down here faster… so, as I then
noted, he could dismantle my illegal firepit (dirty laughter all around). Alas, though, Ranger Dave was never seen again. Roger and I
sullied Susie’s perfect image of him as this clean, scheduled ranger by commenting that: (Roger) he was probably up there with some
young, cute women who successfully lured him into sharing their tent for the night; and (Sarah) he was probably one of those unrefined
loner guys who was going to stumble back in the dark (possibly by headlamp) and then eat a few spoonfuls of peanut butter for
dinner… before going straight to bed. Of course: I shouldn’t admit/say this next part (because Ranger Dave is a totally hot dude) but:
after we all got back and were examining the now-treasured photograph in GREAT detail, Susie noted that Ranger Dave had a little
belly hanging over that pack-belt – leading to amused speculation that I was right (he WAS an unrefined loner eating peanut butter for

dinner every night!). In any event, Susie and I (and Roger) would LOVE to hear from Ranger Dave… hopefully, we have not offended
him too much. Needless to say, I slept poorly – a combination of having talked about bears with Ranger Dave, of eating too much of
Roger/Susie’s dark chocolate, of being over-stimulated by all the hot man joking, and of just plain being too hot because it was
INSANELY warm all the way up to, like, 5 a.m.

Left to Right: first light, a little alpenglow, me and my ITB stretches, self-portrait – ready to go
August 25-7, 2011 – Everything On the FAST Way Out
Even though I didn’t sleep more than 4 hours total, I was completely up and motivated to leave at just before 6 a.m. – when that “first
light” shot above was taken. Although it had been warm most of the night, there was an interesting chill to the morning – one that
readily suggested things were about to change a lot. But the immediate skies above camp and even above where the Teton massif
was were fairly friendly; it was the clouds to the east and north that were a little frightening, and which would ultimately be highly
unstable most of the morning. We agreed to break down our tents before tackling breakfast; given my one-man tent, I was packed up
within about 10 minutes, giving me a little time to walk fully around camp and take some cool pictures of the alpenglow and cloud
reflections. Shortly after I strolled over to the bathing pool, though, this short little rain squall briefly passed overhead, upsetting Susie
because their packing situation was still in progress. Given said event, I decided it was probably good to go long pants and longsleeved shirt for the day. After eating and packing up all of the dining area, we hit the trail at 8:15 a.m. By now, the clouds had fully
moved overhead and we wondered (correctly) if we were going to see some real rain.

Left to Right: (top) Roger on the heinous crossing, great light on the Devil’s Stair Shelf, montage of river crossing shots; (bottom)
more river crossings, let the rain begin, more rain, rain on granite
Indeed, the rain (with distant thunder and lightening) came rather quickly – about 10 minutes after the heinous river crossing just as you
officially left the most level portion of Alaska Basin. Having said that, we tried – for maybe 5 minutes – to pretend it was just another
passing squall… but then we stopped and put on all our raingear. The rain lasted, at most, 20 minutes – petering out around the
section where the big granite slabs first appeared (and which looked especially lovely all wet from the downpour). Roger and Susie will
insist that I maintained a FIERCE pace in the lead the whole time down… and I would say that I was determined – but not THAT much
faster than usual. In my opinion, the pace was perfect for the grade of the descent: any faster would have been dangerous, any slower
would have been painfully restrained. Having said that, there were a moderate amount of tricky rock sections that did slow me down
from time to time. Of course, our expectations and attitudes about the descent time were a little different; where I felt it could be done and was motivated to do it - in 4 hours, I think Roger/Susie were of the opinion (perhaps based on the longer-than-expected ascent
time) we would be out here a minimum of 5 hours. We stopped for a short sit-down rest about the same place we had stopped for
lunch on the way in – and then again for a snack at the point where the Devil’s Stair trail came in; both times, I had the sense that
Roger was in pain (particularly his knees) and Susie seemed increasingly concerned. Worried I broke Roger a little, I handed over the
lead pretty much until the end, which was fine because I was losing steam and motivation… and it seemed like we should be closer to
the end. Adding to everyone’s diminishing motivation, the weather was now HOT, HOT, HOT… and I mean McSTEAMY hot: all the
wet foliage surrounding the trail was now evaporating in the heat, STEAMING in the mid-70’s air and making it feel like 80’s with 90%

humidity. Sweat was POURING off my entire body – reaching the maximum stages I refer to as “buttcrack” and “boob-pit.” When we
were less than 2 miles from the trailhead, we started running into simply dressed dayhiking party after party after party coming up…
wondering, all the while, what their goal was (being that there was no way these folks were going to get NEAR Alaska Basin), and what
possessed them to go hiking in this STINKING, SWEATY HEAT!!!!! We also ran into this pretty girl and her old dog doing some kind of
official pika research in one of the open valley areas; although she said there had been a black bear near the trailhead when she came
in, we never saw any bears.

Left to Right: look at that sun, in the land of McSteamy part II, tall larkspur, me and Roger at the trailhead
In the end, we arrived at the trailhead 4 hours and ~4 minutes after setting out this morning – which meant we got there at around
12:20. Having only snacked during the hike, it was sort of lunch time – although I, for one, was basically out of food; thus, I accepted
various extras from Roger/Susie’s more extensive stash. Mostly, though, we all agreed that we did not want to waste all the effort of
coming down early: we wanted to hit the road and get back to Bozeman at a respectable hour, so we could enjoy a respectable meal
and some downtime at home. And enjoy we did – arriving back around 5, including a couple food stops (grocery and roadside minifarmers market). Alas, I have no more pictures from my trip – including of my big birthday meal the next day (featuring
smoked/barbecued baby back pork ribs, coleslaw, fresh Montana corn, and cobbler), or our trip to the BIG farmers market the next
morning (before my flight back home). As for a wrap-up statement, well – that will wait until the end of both these related reports!
SHAME: Epic Challenges in Montana’s Beartooths, 2010
For my 2010 birthday (number 43), I hoped to take Ellen to Montana/Wyoming again because, although our Wind River backpacks
were memorable, we wanted more people around – and now that Roger/Susie were in Bozeman, they seemed like the perfect partners.
But with Ellen accepting her current job in the Netherlands (and moving out Aug. 1), I decided nothing should stop ME from going to
backpack with Roger and Susie – specifically, we decided, in the Beartooth Wilderness (which straddles Montana and Wyoming,
northeast of Yellowstone). Of course, getting ME comfortably into a solo tent situation proved challenging (and hasn’t been solved by
this trip, frankly). Although I briefly backpacked Yosemite with Allison and Karen in 2007, that was my only bona fide backpack in
several years (not to mention my last such trip). And so I went into the Beartooth trip pretty much cold: a new pack (my first attempt
with an internal frame) and a new one-person tent. I also made the difficult decision NOT to bring my big camera – half because the
pack weight was challenging and half because the forecast did not look good. Three weeks before I was to step on the plane (original
departure = Aug. 22), however, my mother (visiting) and I decided to clean out my garage… and, long-story-short, I dropped 40 lbs of
free-weights onto my bare-save-sandals foot. More troubling, however, was the fact that the “acute care clinic” DR’s decided I had a
metatarsal break and sent me home in a mini-boot-cast (no hiking for 6-8 weeks). A week later (and after canceling my flights), my real
DR compared my current X-ray to one from 2005, showing that I’d always had this break (actually in my sesamoid), owing to my insane
bunions. I was fine to go in 2 weeks and so I rebooked my flights a few days later than planned.

Left to Right: Ojo Caliente, Susie and I crossing bridge to Sentinel, storm front over Sentinel, climbing Sentinel or Steep Cone
August 26-8, 2010 – Birthday Travel, Yellowstone
I don’t remember the last time I was flying on my birthday – but I was definitely flying on my birthday this year: first, a puddle-jump to
Seattle; then, after an hour delay, a longer flight to Bozeman. Although the flight to Seattle was painless, the one to Montana was in
slightly nauseating given high winds. Also, this 50-something mom was going on and on about her son the fly fishing instructor.
Normally, I enjoy airplane chatters – but even I can only take so much about fly fishing. At the pleasantly small Bozeman airport, I
easily found Roger and Susie by the designated big bear meeting spot – and soon we were back at their lovely home (a.k.a. Bozeman
Basecamp). Dinner featured grilled pork tenderloin, an exceptional grape and broccoli salad, and a dense chocolate cake. The next
day was spent relaxing and preparing for our planned 4-day (3-night) Beartooth backpack, which we would begin following a full day of
hiking and visiting Yellowstone. Unfortunately, the weather outlook was INSANELY scary: BELOW freezing with snow. Being that I
had only brought summer gear (in terms of sleeping bag and clothing), Roger and Susie insisted on upgrading my stuff with their hardy
stash of extra gear. Unfortunately, my new internal pack was a small, short-trip model – and COULD NOT hold a HUGE down winter
bag, plus all the extra clothes. Compared with Roger and Susie (who definitely carried more weight), I was a complete and poorly-

prepared wuss. I think the last time I have felt this outdoor-inadequate was backpacking Patagonia with Sara in 1998. Oh well.
The next day, we loaded up the car and headed to Yellowstone for the day - and then to Cooke City for the night. As some folks know,
my Yellowstone-based research funding ended in 2008 – meaning I no longer take students to the park like I used to. In fact, the last
time I visited Yellowstone purely as a tourist was over 10 years ago now. Although I cannot say I have missed Yellowstone, I did
thoroughly today’s visit – despite non-ideal weather. Because Roger and Susie had NEVER hiked Sentinel Meadows, I insisted on that
trip PLUS the off-trail jaunt to nearby Fairy Spring (which Roger thought he’d visited a few years ago – but turns out that was not
correct). Our drive to the park took us along the Gallatin River to West Yellowstone, which looked the same – and then up the road to
Madison Junction. Being that we passed through the gate well after 9 a.m., we hit goofy traffic several times en route to Madison. After
that, the roads seemed almost too quiet. The trailhead for Sentinel Meadows is at Ojo Caliente, which is reached via this side-road 5
minutes before the Lower Geyser Basin area. Shockingly, this MASSIVE sucker-hole levitated above the entire area – providing
promisingly sunny weather (at least short term). The parking lot was a little busy – mostly with gawkers photographing a big male bison
down by the Firehole. Wearing short-sleeved shirts and enjoying the sun, we headed down the quiet trail.

Left to Right: Sentinel or Steep Cone – spring on top, adjacent bison; and then lunch in the rain – grizzly Roger, Roger/Susie, me
From the parking lot, it is about 1.5 miles to Sentinel Meadows proper – specifically, to the site called Sentinel or Steep Cone. About
three thermal mounds come into view at about the 1-mile mark, and the tallest and most impressive is Sentinel/Steep (I know this
because my 1998 student team and I actually climbed all of them). Although it has never been clear to me whether climbing
Sentinel/Steep is “legal,” there is a field guide for sale (which I own/use) that first showed me it was possible to climb this impressive
cone and see the cool spring (above) that comprises the top. Having said that, it is ALWAYS a bitch to climb said mound – particularly
because there is a muddy moat encircling the mound. Today, however, was the driest I’ve EVER seen the meadows and so we all
made it to the base of the mound easily. The run-off from the spring, however, has increased since my last trip here – meaning
climbing the sinter was more challenging. Roger was definitely impressed – and even Susie found the site interesting (I say this
because I learned that Susie, in general, is not really into thermal features… so this one must have been REALLY interesting). Of
course, the other things that made things exciting were: (a) a big bison RIGHT below the mount took an interest in our activity – to the
point that I was nervous we were going to be trapped in a bad place and have to, like, swim the moat; and (b) the weather turned
when we were on the mound – lightening, thunder, and big rain. By the end of the day, news agencies were speculating that a tornado
touched down in West Yellowstone. From Sentinel/Steep, Queen’s Laundry (including remnants of Norris’ 1880’s spa bathhouse) were
visible – but, given the weather, we decided to forego that side-trip. Instead, we continued on the trail into this little forested mini-valley
between some low hills on both sides of the trail. Given that it was now a complete downpour (and lunch time), we ducked into the
trees (10-12 feet tall, all new growth since the 1988 fires) and ate.

Left to Right: off-trail to Fairy, me and Fairy, Roger and Susie at Fairy
In the thick of our insanely wet forest lunch stop, it seemed likely we were going to cut our trip short and skip Fairy… but then the large
squall seemed to move past. Although said fact helped my mood, my hiking pants were soaked to the point I was concerned about
continuing. Fortunately, I screwed my head on tighter and put on my new rain pants (over the wet hiking pants); within 30 minutes, all
my gear was dry and warm. After passing a couple shallow ponds, we exited the forest and came into the main meadows. Within 10
minutes (at a specific spot I know well), we left the trail and headed along the edge of the forest towards Fairy Spring (visibly steaming
in the distance, just under a mile away). In what seemed like no time (and with little effort thanks to the stupendously dry meadows),
we were at Fairy... the weather holding. Nevertheless, we did not linger terrifically long at Fairy. Getting back, however, proved more
challenging: at first, we cut a B-line across the big meadow (my usual route with students). The going was alright – but the dry, bumpy
ground was somewhat rough. Knowing the way was always marshy near the end, we attempted to cut back to the trail – only to find
this disconcerting sign rerouting us back across the meadow (seemingly in the opposite direction we wanted to be). To this day, I do
not know if this is the normal trail or if this was some crazy detour (largely because, in all my years hiking this area, we have never
actively sought out the real trail). Given how ass-backwards this route seemed, we eventually gave up and attempted to cut another Bline towards the obvious power-lines in the distance (that signified the old road, which represented our goal). Between us and said

goal, however, was a wide, serpentine creek and plenty of marshy land to contend with. While Roger/Susie managed a dry route
across said route, I gave up and sloshed actively through the creek. Fortunately, the old road was met soon thereafter – and no bison
(my usual nemesis) were encountered. Within 5 minutes of arriving back at the parking lot, the rain began – AND IT WAS BIBLICAL.

Left to Right: new visitor center microbiology information (including Bruce, our field’s finest specimen); Roger and I in Cooke City
Indeed, it poured as such ALL day and most of the night. Given that it was only 2 p.m., we decided to visit Old Faithful – specifically,
the new Visitor Center (which had JUST opened its new doors). When we arrived at the parking area, the downpour was SO extreme
that we decided to wait in the car and enjoy some leftover pizza (originally planned as appetizers for later this evening). It was DIVINE.
And then we made a run for it. The good things about the new Visitor Center: the microbiology displays were EXCELLENT. I
especially enjoyed the life-sized diorama showing an alkaline hot spring and its phototroph-dominated thermal run-off (modeled directly
off Octopus Spring) and the choice display about microbiology research… notably showing Dr. Bruce Fouke, our field’s finest, DDG
specimen. The bad things about the new Visitor Center: the new toilets may be fancier but they are FAR fewer in number – and the
line and line-up area for the women’s room was far more horrible than the old system. Given the insane crowds and the LONG drive
ahead (in combination with the shitty weather), we did not linger (or even wait for Old Faithful to blow). Our drive to Cooke City (a place
I’d never been before) was LONG: over the Continental Drive to the lake, all around the lake, fueling up at the Canyon, over Dunraven
Pass, down to Tower, and up/past Lamar Valley. And ALL the while, it RAINED and RAINED and RAINED. Shortly after leaving the
park, we entered Montana – passing the community of Silver Gate. And shortly thereafter, we arrived at Cooke City – which reminded
me of an outpost town in Alaska or the Yukon. Despite Roger’s insistence (and Susie’s financial frustration), I booked us each our own
room for the night – and paid for it because Roger and Susie were clearly providing lots of support for this visit. Plus, I am just not into
sharing rooms with couples after the whole Jenn/Steve Grand Canyon debacle of 2000. Nonetheless, we set up dinner in
Roger/Susie’s room (eating birthday leftovers) and made the for-better-or-worse decision to start second-guessing our plans in light of
the insane weather situation (more insane than any of us were imagining). Indeed, we contemplated things like: going to the Wind
Rivers, heading to the western side of the Tetons (specifically: Alaska Basin), and even pulling the plug on ANY backpacking by just
heading back to Bozeman for weather-dependent dayhikes. Exhausted, we retired – uncertain what tomorrow would bring.

Left to Right: What tomorrow brought – HOLY SHIT clear skies over Cooke City, trailhead and Island Lake, typical trail view
August 29, 2010 – Into the Beartooths!
Given my usual sleeping habits, I think it is safe to say that Roger and Susie were surprised to hear me lightly tap on their door around
6 a.m. But it was hard to dispute the fact that the skies had wrung themselves out overnight – leaving honest-to-god CLEAR blueness
in all directions. But I was NOT surprised to find Roger and Susie (both ardent morning people) awake when I knocked. Needless to
say, we proceeded to plan A: Island Lake trailhead, bound for Becker or Echo Lake for the night. I don’t think we had any illusions,
though: we knew that clear skies would bring FRIGID conditions and that could lead to what was projected snow in 36-48 hours. But I
think we SOOO wanted to believe that we would be able to comfortably hole up in our tents through this temporary set-back – in the
hope that projected sun and warmth would take over in 48-72 hours. From Cooke City, we headed east, passing directly by the
infamous Soda Butte campground within 2 miles. Said area weighed heavily on my mind at the time and throughout this trip: about a
month before, a marauding mother grizzly (with 3 cubs) killed 1 car-camper and severely mauled 2 others… all in separate tents. Just
east of Cooke City, there was a significant construction project (the river decimated, hillsides deforested) and I wondered – looking at all
that destruction – whether that was a factor in pissing said bear off. Ultimately, we were backpacking only about 20 miles from Soda
Butte; even though the mother grizzly had been caught and killed (her cubs sent to some zoo, I believe), there was NO denying we
were in grizzly country… after all, these were the BEARtooth Mountains. After passing Soda Butte, we continued another 30 minutes –
the scenery breathtaking. At some point, we dropped back down into Wyoming – and then came to a fork in the road: left headed onto
the Beartooth Highway, right headed southeast to Cody. The windy Beartooth Highway is said by some to be the most scenic road in
the US – and I regret that we didn’t take the opportunity to completely drive to Beartooth Pass (at nearly 10,500 feet) and take in what
would have been a stunning view. But, like I said, we figured we would have as good weather on the way out – and could take our time
then… today, we had to get in and put the tents down in preparation for a short, cold storm.

As we neared Beartooth Lake and campground, we hit some more construction that blocked all lake access points (of interest because
the views of Beartooth Butte and the surrounding mountains were GORGEOUS!). Five minutes past Beartooth Lake, though, was our
trailhead – near Island Lake and campground (the latter closed). As I have learned over the years, there are MANY Island Lakes in this
world – including a couple in the Beartooth and my favorite in the Wind Rivers. Already, we were at 9,500 feet – the land open,
reminiscent of the Wind Rivers (specifically, where the Highline Trail heads towards Upper Jean Lake - where Ellen and I hiked in
2003). The small sunny trailhead had about half a dozen cars and we worked efficiently to ready our substantial packs. Fortunately,
the hike to Becker Lake was short and did not involve a lot of elevation gain: 3.5-4 miles with maybe 300 feet, all rolling.

Left to Right: break-time, Roger and his maps, crossing lake outlet near Mutt and Jeff Lakes
From the parking lot, we set out in outright sun – the skies blue but punctuated by white, puffy clouds. We crossed a muddy meadow
that featured more gold than green, walking on what seemed more like an unofficial trail. After crossing a construction zone, we set out
on the REAL trail – which traversed the left side of large and placid Island Lake. As with the hike to Island Lake in the Winds, nearly all
mountain features were already in view, only slightly increasing in grandeur as we hiked closer. Here, the main features were
Lonesome Mountain (the freestanding peak to the left) and Beartooth Plateau (to the right). After 15 minutes, we passed Island Lake
and were soon hiking along Night Lake. After that, we crossed several LONG meadows (all dotted with numerous small lakes and
ponds – none named on any of my maps). About an hour in, we took a snack and map-reading break on a big rock. Although Roger
indicated we were about to cross a little highpoint thereafter, I cannot say anything felt strenuous – which was good given that we were
nearing 10,000 feet and I was hauling a relatively large load. Unfortunately, I occasionally did feel some twinges in my ITB – which
hadn’t acted up since the mid-1990’s (always associated with carrying more than I should). But thankfully, the knee did not blow on this
trip. At some point, we passed a couple 50-something guys from Wisconsin (who seemed like professor-types, although they never
explicitly stated their jobs). In contrast with Susie’s stated hopes, Roger told them his life story – which amused me to no end (indeed, I
hope to someday be so bold with everyone I meet… sort of). These guys were returning from an epic and outrageously beautiful 7-day
trip touring around the backcountry. After dropping down from the aforementioned highpoint, we passed by the official trail to Beauty
Lake. Avoiding this, we followed an obvious but unofficial route to Becker. Had I realized how close we were to Beauty (i.e. a quarter
mile, if that), I probably would have asked to drop the packs to visit it… but, for better or worse, I didn’t understand that – and, at the
time, we thought we were fighting an approaching storm. We then came to Mutt and Jeff Lakes; in front of us was this big rocky blob
that effectively eclipsed the views of Lonesome and much of Beartooth Plateau.

Left to Right: (top) traversing the blob, ass-pictures of Roger and Sarah, Becker Lake outlet creek, campsite; (bottom) tents and
cooking tarp with view of Becker Lake and Beartooth Plateau
The obvious, official unofficial trail to Becker headed right but we were aiming for this supposedly off-trail meadow on the left side of the
blob (well – Susie and I were heading there… Roger was still fantasizing about going beyond: to Echo Lake, higher up). As we
crossed this rocky stream area between Mutt and Jeff, this VERY interesting group of 20-something fisher-dudes was also escaping,
having spent a week fishing all over the place. Roger was especially interested to hear that they’d spent their last couple of nights
camping at Echo Lake; unfortunately, their descriptions of the open, high-wind terrain up there were not appealing to any of us given

that the weather finally looked like it might be starting to change (as predicted). Heading left, we definitely selected the most
rudimentary route possible to our intended destination; indeed, we’d learn on the way out that there was a perfectly civil unofficial “trail”
around the other side of the lake. In contrast, we chose to hug the rocky walls of the blob – which necessitated a couple outright
scrambling moves that were highly awkward with a big pack. We then arrived at what I will call Becker Creek – the outlet stream
emerging from Becker Lake. Unbeknownst to us, a civil trail was on the other side; instead, we picked our way up the rocky right side
– which was resplendent with greenery and flowers. Within 20 minutes, we arrived at Becker Lake and Roger – to Susie and my delight
– announced this was the perfect campsite and we would be basing ourselves here given the known weather issues clearly coming our
way. And so we set up our 2 tents in this little cluster of trees – and the cooking area (complete with rain tarp) a couple hundred feet
away, and with a lovely view of the lake and surrounding mountains. At the time, the sky darkened considerably and we figured the
“hunkering down” portion of this trip was about to begin. Having said that, it was just after 11 a.m. and the prospect of holing up ALL
day was not too appealing.

Left to Right: Clear again? Heading to Echo – looking back to Becker, slabbing, off-trail meandering, Echo Lake and Lonesome
Fortunately, in the hour we ate lunch and relaxed, the skies became mostly clear and warm yet again. And so we headed up – truly offtrail – to find Echo Lake, which we estimated to be, like, a half a mile (if that) above Becker. From our campsite, the chosen route up
took us up this open meadow walkway that eventually pinched down into some small smaller gully systems. Ascending, we found
ourselves in this small higher basin with HUGE granite slabs that we first walked across, and then climbed to the highest plateau –
where the terrain was mixed meadow and boulders. Within 5 minutes, we arrived at surprisingly large Echo Lake – with rocky edges
and hardly any trees/protection. Its surface, owing to some wind, was slightly choppy… and not particularly friendly. Needless to say,
we did not linger – particularly given that some dark clouds appeared to be moving in yet again. On the way down, we decided it would
be prudent to collect some firewood in the small intermediate basin; given that I was carrying my empty but full-on internal frame pack,
I gathered a large roll and successfully lashed it to the outside of the pack (unfortunately, we managed NOT to capture any pictures of
this accomplishment).

Left to Right: (top) heading down from Echo Lake, at Becker, dinner; (bottom) more dinner, evening and alpenglow on Becker
Of course, the weather went through at least a couple more wild permutations as we descended, relaxed, bathed, prepared/ate dinner,
and briefly wound down after dinner. Given that it’s been over a year now, I can’t recall building a fire that first night – probably
because it ultimately wasn’t freezing… but I know we did the second night. Having said that, I know it was cold at dinner – and, as
shown above, we are all bundled up. Dinner, which we started cooking around 3:30, featured mugs of soup followed by a one-pot
meal (probably beans, rice, chicken, and tomatoes that first night). Although dinner was cold and overcast, there was yet another spell
of clear, sunny skies – before things started taking on that white/snow sky appearance as the sun went down. Within an hour of the last
shot above (taken at around 7 p.m.), we were in bed. Unfortunately, my paranoia about grizzlies was insane that night – with sounds
confused by the wind and the adjacent creek, frightening scenarios playing in my head, and the glowing pull-tab of my weapons-grade
pepper spray providing a constant reminder of the fact that that’s all I’ve got if anything happens… despite the fact that my tent was,
like, RIGHT next to Roger/Susie’s.

August 30, 2010 – Exhaustion and Insane Weather/Shape of Things to Come
Needless to say, I didn’t sleep more than 4 hours… most during the wee hours of the morning. Come breakfast, I was NOT functional –
and asked if I could sleep a little more… especially because the weather was not promising. Looking back and thinking about my
beyond-foggy mind, I don’t even remember if I phrased that as a question… it was more a matter of absolute need. I then popped a
Nyquil, put in my earplugs, and fell asleep for 3 hours – unaware of (and probably uninterested in) what my beyond-forgiving hiking
partners thought or were going to do. As I learned later, they spent the time “in tentia” reading until bored and antsy… especially
because, although the weather was not great, it also never evolved into the nastiness we all thought was going to happen (given fresh
snow down to a thousand feet higher on the Beartooth Plateau face across the lake) – at least not SO FAR.

Left to Right: bored Susie in tentia, time to go – scrambling up the rock… look at Susie go, look at Sarah still in Nyquil haze
By noon, I was out of the tent – notably JUST as Roger/Susie were wrapping up lunch and about to abandon me. Still in a Nyquil haze
(but more functional than earlier), I ate a little and threw my gear together – feeling ashamed at my inability to sleep, the fact that I’d
wasted Roger/Susie’s morning, and now I was asking to join them last minute… and presently making them wait again (albeit briefly
since I am famously fast at packing up). The hiking plan was to circumnavigate Becker Lake – which had a trail on one side, but not the
initial side we would hit first. Thankfully, it was (like Echo yesterday) yet another thing Roger/Susie hadn’t done before. From camp,
the specific plan of attack was to scramble this short rocky wall section; given recent snow/rain, the rock was wet but it was still doable
and fairly easy (even for someone like me in a Nyquil haze).

Left to Right: (top) view to camp after scrambling wall, meandering terrain above lake; (bottom) more meandering terrain
After gaining the little wall, we tried to contour above the lake at the same elevation line… but the terrain was lumpy and mixed,
offering: granite slabbing, steep brush, flat meadows, and rough paths. And all the while the weather seemed to be breaking down –
particularly up the valley - this wall of precipitation coming closer and closer. Indeed, things reached a crescendo as we dropped
(mostly on rudimentary game or social trail) to the inlet stream of Becker. Making our way across a boggy plain, the hail and snow

began… whipped by sporadic winds. Donning full rain gear, we thankfully were now on the “real” trail, which meandered down the
other side of the oblong-ish lake. As we neared the aforementioned “blob” (now on the other side of it), we knew we had to leave the
trail and cut back to camp; we knew this was a viable route because, while we were bathing last night, a couple with a dog had hiked in
from that direction. Even though there was a short social trail at the beginning, it de-evolved in this moderately challenging boulderfield that required a lakeside scramble. Fortunately, the snow had let up and we were mostly tackling just wet rocks under cloudy skies.

Left to Right: (top) yes, that is SNOW, zebra blob wall, into the boulders; (bottom) more boulders, SNOW on the Beartooth Plateau
We arrived back in camp by 3 p.m. As with yesterday, we cleaned up and then enjoyed dinner under the tarp. Come 5-ish, though, it
was getting into the predicted “below freezing” zone (25-30°F) – and so I did my magic as the fire-starter. For me, though, the biggest
problem was that my boots were soaked to the point there was NO WAY they were going to dry out overnight. Roger/Susie, who wear
all-leather boots with full goretex lining, were NOT impressed with my cheap-o Keens – which are not full leather (in fact, they have all
spacer cuts striping the entire shoe length – each filled with stretchy fabric) and bear no waterproof lining (again – 20% of the boot is
STRETCHY fabric). Of course, the reason I wear these is that they are BEYOND comfortable for my crazy bunions and hammertoes.
But, as Roger lectured me at some point: if you are going to do serious trips, Sarah, you need to get real boots. Somewhat deflated by
his remarks, I felt certain I would never be invited on any more Roger/Susie trips. I don’t remember when we went to bed but it was
early given cold. For these reasons, we agreed that if tomorrow morning looked this shitty, we were going out a day early.

Left to Right: (top) last night - crazy weather, the FIRE… and WET boots! (bottom) last morning - Susie shows me my whistle, the
“civil” trail with the interesting creek crossing, last shot is looking across at the “uncivil” route we took in (with the scrambling!)
August 31-September 1, 2010 – ESCAPE, Bozeman, Going Home
Although I slept a little better, I was still tired come morning. Given that the skies were NOT promising, we made the decision that it
was time to ESCAPE. Between packing stage 1 (tent stuff), eating breakfast, packing stage 2 (food etc. stuff), a few trips to dig holes,
and Susie pointing out to me that my new pack had a built-in whistle (see shot above!), we didn’t hit the trail until around 8:30. Owing to
the fact that, as stated previously, we had located an OBVIOUS social trail on the other side of the outlet creek (that connected to the

aforementioned “perfectly civil unofficial ‘trail’” on the other side of the next lake), we did NOT bushwhack and scramble on the “blobside” of the creek and lake on the way out. Rather, we moseyed for about 5 minutes, then crossed a slightly complicated outlet creek
via a sort of long set of small rocks (some requiring jumping). From here, a very easy trail made its way around the lake – before
joining up to the main trail, where we took a right and started gently climbing to the one mini-pass (if it can be called that!).

Left to Right: (top) up the mini-pass, looking back on the weather changing RAPIDLY, across the flats; (bottom) OH SHIT – GRIZZLY
tracks, into the snow and hail!!!!
Once we hit the flats, it was VERY clear (looking back) that the weather was going to come fast and hit hard. Even more ominous, we
came upon a FRESH grizzly print in this newly muddy section of trail. In all his time in the Beartooths, Roger said he’d NEVER seen a
grizzly print; while he was surprised in a sort of pleasantly awestruck manner, I couldn’t help but imagine that any number of the
middle-of-the-night sounds I heard had been this bear wandering through camp… as it was less than a mile away. But fortunately, I
didn’t have much time to ponder anything… because about then the HAIL, SNOW, and WIND were upon us – hitting us within 10
minutes of the final big lakes, and covering the ground with white pellets. Of course, we easily arrived at the car by about 11 a.m. –
and were on the road and driving back to Bozeman by noon, our return route taking us back through Cooke City and the northern part
of Yellowstone (with a short stop at Gardiner), and then up Pleasant Valley. Most of the way between the trailhead and Cook City was
FULL-ON sticky white snow – often blowing and blizzard-thick. Needless to say, it was good to return to almost tropical-feeling
Bozeman. With one day left, we cleaned up, took a short hike to a pretty overlook above the city, and harvested from the garden –
including Susie’s INSANELY large zucchini. The only mentionable thing from my flight home was the LOVELY route the pilot took in
relation to St. Helens – one of the best views I’ve had of that peak to date from a plane!

Left to Right: Beartooth blizzard, short hike and overlook, Susie and her GIANT zucchini, must be near Portland… St. Helens!
Closing Thoughts
As should be evident by these sometimes diametrically opposed reports, the following things hold true: being in shape is important, I
prefer my external frame pack, and the weather definitely matters (A LOT). BUT, despite everything, I – or rather my poor feet – cannot
tolerate “real” boots and so it’s going to have to be cheap-o Keens and carrying more extra socks. That stuff aside, I have often
wondered if Roger and Susie were a little nervous to attempt the Tetons/Alaska Basin with me after all my goofiness in the Beartooths.
But they didn’t so I shouldn’t continue to ask myself those kinds of questions. Of course, now the question isn’t so much: will we do
another trip together… but what will that be, and do any of us want to undertake another “serious” backpack – given what were some
mutual physical challenges, despite all our good fortune in the Tetons. Like I said to Roger/Susie at some point on my 44th birthday:
when you are interested in a week of September dayhikes in the North Cascades, you should drive your new mini-trailer over to
Washington and I’ll meet you in Bellingham. In any event, Roger and Susie are (and know they are) my second parents and it doesn’t
matter what we do or don’t do together because we’re family at this point. Thanks and much love to you both!

